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Active noise control is based on the principle of superposition by
generating the secondary noise of equal magnitude but opposite in
phase of the undesired noise. The first experiment of
superposition of sound was made by Lord Rayleigh in 1878 by the
two electromechanically synchronized tuning forks [9]. The
electro-acoustical study to mitigate the unwanted noise by
exploiting the destructive interference of sound started in the
1930s [10, 11], and the first patent on active noise control utilizing
a microphone and the electronically driven loudspeaker was
granted to Paul Lueg in 1936 [12].

ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of the industry has a major effect on the
environmental noise pollution, and it ranks second to the air
pollution that adversely affects the human health. Passive noise
control techniques are impractical and very expensive for lowfrequency noises. To solve such acoustic problem active noise
control has been studied since early 20th century. Active noise
control is based on the principle of superposition: i.e., it mitigates
the unwanted noise by generating an anti-noise having the same
amplitude but opposite in phase. In this paper, we present the
physical classification of the existing literature on the basis of
both noise source and quiet zone characteristics. Examples are
point to point, point to zone, zone to point and zone to zone. We
focus on the developing trends of active noise control in the last
decade and discuss latest add-on features and multi-channel active
acoustic shielding for open windows.

In practical applications, the performance of active noise control
is mainly dependent on the accurate estimation of the phase,
amplitude, and frequency of primary noise signal [13]. Since the
characteristics of the acoustic noise source and physical
environment are time varying. To cope with these variations the
active noise control system must be adaptive. Burgess was the
first to used adaptive filter for ANC [14]. The most common form
of the adaptive filters are transversal filters. The transversal filters
are adaptive by varying its weight factor using adaptive
algorithms, of which the LMS algorithm is the most popular one.
Widrow and Hoff introduced the LMS algorithm as an adaptive
algorithm in 1959 [2].
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To achieve viable noise attenuation at fast convergence rate ANC
must be digital [15, 16]. The development of advanced VLSI and
digital signal processing systems help in implementing robust
adaptive algorithms in real time. In late 20th century, Active
noise control gained significant research interest, and a large
number of sophisticated algorithms was developed and
implemented in real time [17-19].

1. INTRODUCTION
Environmental noise problem has become a more serious issue
with the rapid growth of the transportation and industry.
According to the WHO, 40% of the European population exposed
to noise at a level of 55dB, and noise pollution alone causes 43000
hospital admissions per year [1]. The de facto acoustic noise
mitigation techniques are based on the passive noise control that
scatters and/or dampens acoustic waves such as sound mufflers,
acoustic absorbers, and insulators. However, passive noise control
techniques require bulky, costly materials and ineffective for lowfrequency noises. This is because at low frequency the acoustic
wavelength becomes large as compared to the thickness of the
typical acoustic absorber/insulator. To surpass these drawbacks is
the major motivation towards active noise control. ANC has an
existence from early 20th century, but after the development of
adaptive filters [2-4] and powerful digital processors [5-8], it has
gained significant research interest in the last two decades to
reduce the low-frequency noises.
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Figure 1. Physical Classification of Active Noise Control.
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Traditionally active noise control is classified into two categories
such as local ANC and spatial ANC. In local ANC the target area
is defined locally at some specific points in space. While in spatial
ANC the aim is to achieve the noise reduction spatially in the
large space. The spatial ANC seems more beneficial as compared
to local ANC, but physical and practical constraint makes it more
complicated for implementation. Similar to quiet zone the noise
source also have two categories point source and spatial source. In
Figure 1 we have classified these four terms on the basis of the
both noise source and quiet zone characteristics.

x(n)

The most efficient and simple model of active noise control
systems is the point to point ANC, in which the noise source is
positioned in a small area, and the targeted quiet zone is local.
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of Feedforward ANC System.
are the controller coefficients of length L and the input signal
vectors, respectively.
.

2.1 Feedforward ANC

𝐱(𝑛) = 𝑠̂ (𝑛) ∗ 𝐱(𝑛)

An acoustic duct is the best example of point to point ANC, and
this is the most cultivated area of active noise control. Lueg’s first
patent of active noise control is based on this point to point duct
model approach. A reference microphone is used to pick the
acoustic noise signal, which is processed by an electronic system
(phase inverter and delay), to generate an anti-noise with the
secondary loudspeaker that is same in amplitude but opposite in
phase of the primary noise. At the position of error microphone,
these two noises cancel each other to form a local quiet zone. This
model is called feedforward active noise control. To achieve the
satisfying noise reduction, the electronic system must be adaptive
to rectify the non-uniform amplitude and phase response of the
amplifier, filter, and transducers. In 1981 Burgess implemented
the digital adaptive filters in ANC acoustic duct [14] and later in
1984 frequency domain analysis of active acoustic duct was
presented by Roure [20]. A practical system model for active
attenuation in ducts was presented by Eriksson in 1988 [21]. The
second-most important factor for satisfying the performance is the
casualty conditions. After picking the reference signal, the
controller takes some time to process and generate an anti-noise
signal through the canceling loudspeaker. If the electrical delay
from the reference microphone to the loudspeaker is larger than
the acoustic delay, then it significantly degrades the performance
of ANC system. However, it performs well in case of periodic
and narrowband noises, but in the event of broadband noises, it is
necessary to model the secondary path accurately to compensate
the electrical delay and met the causality conditions. A large
number of secondary path modeling techniques are available in
the literature, of which Filtered-x LMS and variants are the most
adopted. Morgan suggested the FxLMS algorithm by placing a
secondary path estimate 𝒔(z) to the filter of reference signal x(n)
̂(n) used for the weight update
[22], the filtered reference signal 𝒙
of adaptive algorithm. Later the complete implementation of
FxLMS was driven by Widrow [23]. The basic point to point
single channel ANC system with FxLMS is outlined in Figure 2
[18]. It comprises a reference sensor to pick up the reference noise
x(n). This reference signal is processed by the adaptive filter W(z)
to generate the cancelling signal y’(n) driven by cancelling
loudspeaker, where y’(n) = s(n)*y(n) is the cancelling signal, *
denotes linear convolution, and s(n) is the impulse response of the
secondary path S(z). Where e(n) residual error pick up by the
error microphone e(n) = d(n) – y’(n).
The standard FxLMS algorithm is summarized as:
𝑦(𝑛) = 𝐰 𝑇 (n)𝐱(n)
where
𝐰(n) = [𝑤0 (𝑛) 𝑤1 (𝑛) 𝑤𝐿−1 (𝑛) ]𝑇
and
𝐱(n) = [𝑥(𝑛) 𝑥(𝑛 − 1) 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝐿 + 1)]𝑇

𝑥 (n)

𝑆(z)

+

_

y(n)

W(z)

2. POINT TO POINT ANC

d(n)

P(z)

(4)

Where 𝑥(𝑛) is the filtered reference signal of the input 𝑥(𝑛), and
𝑠̂ (𝑛) is the estimated impulse response of the secondary path. The
FxLMS algorithm updates the coefficient vector as
𝐰(𝑛 + 1) = 𝐰(𝑛) + µ𝐱(𝑛)𝑒(𝑛)

(5)

where μ is the step size that determines the convergence speed.
The analyses of both perfect and imperfect secondary path
estimation of feedforward active noise control system are
presented in [24-26].

2.2 Feedback ANC
FxLMS based feedforward ANC system used two sensors, i.e.,
reference sensor and error sensor to attenuate the noise. In many
real-world applications, the use of the reference sensor is not the
perfect solution either from a microphone or any other type of
non-acoustic sensors. These limitations promote the application of
feedback active noise control system which only uses an error
sensor. The block diagram of a feedback ANC system is shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of Feedback ANC System.
The principle of the feedback active noise control system is using
the measured error signal to .synthesize the reference signal. The
synthesized reference signal 𝑑 (n) is the combination of 𝑦(n) and
e(n), because the reference signal for the next iteration is based on
the current estimation of d(n). So the primary noise estimate 𝑑 (n)≈
d(n), if 𝑠̂ (z) ≈ s(z) [18]. Where W(z) is the control filter and 𝑠̂ (z)
is the secondary-path estimation of the secondary path s(z). So the
feedback active noise control system has two loops, adaptive

(1)
(2)
(3)
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algorithm loop, and controller loop. The interface among these
two loops obscures the analysis of the system. So the feedback
system can be modeled as feedforward system by assuming the
perfect estimation of the secondary path. In [18, 27] an extensive
frequency domain analysis was carried out and assumed that the
secondary path estimate is perfect, therefore eliminating the
reference signal synthesis error. Later, Bjarnason suggested the
step size bound for broadband input and stochastic analysis of
feedforward active noise control system [28].

3.1 Narrowband ANC
The system employed for canceling the periodic noises is called
the narrowband active noise control system. In applied
applications, this noise produced by rotating (or recurring)
machinery for instance engines, is mostly periodic that comprises
various narrowband components at a fundamental frequency and
its harmonics. Single channel ANC system uses the non-acoustic
sensors to cancel these narrowband components. These sensors
like, accelerometer and tachometers synchronize internally
generated sinusoidal reference signal to detect the fundamental
frequency of the primary noise. The block diagram of narrowband
active noise control using FXLMS algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
Where x(n), an internally synthesized reference signal is processed
by an adaptive filter to cancel the primary noise. 𝑠̂ (z) is the
secondary path model of the secondary path s(z) and e(n) is
feedback to the adaptive filter for the adaptation process.

The steady state weight update analysis of the adaptive filter for
feedback active noise control system was presented by Sakai [29].
The convergence behavior of the feedback active noise control
system with the secondary path estimation modeling error and
imperfect secondary path estimation between the desired and
synthesized reference signal are presented in [30].

2.3 Hybrid ANC
The hybrid system is the third type of ANC system, and it is a
combination of both feedforward and feedback ANC systems.
The feedforward part of a hybrid system is used to evaluate and
cancel the noises, correlated with the reference signal. While the
feedback part of a hybrid ANC system only deals with the
uncorrelated noises [30-33]. The principle of hybrid ANC shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. Narrowband Active Noise Control.
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The frequency of internally generated primary noise is different
from the actual primary noise
. due to the time varying
characteristics of the noise sources. This frequency difference
between primary noise and an internally generated reference
signal is called frequency mismatch in narrowband active noise
control system. The just 1% of frequency mismatch can severely
degrade the performance of narrowband active noise control
system [37]. The derivation of increase in the mean square error
MSE caused by frequency mismatch is presented [38]. The
controller’s steady-state transfer function from the primary noise
to the residual noise is used to derive the decrease in noise
reduction caused by frequency mismatch [39]. The modified
FxRLX was suggested to resolve this problem [40]. For
narrowband ANC more convergence analysis of complex LMS
and FxLMS has been presented in [41, 42]. The effect of
frequency mismatch in narrowband active noise control has been
investigated in [38, 43-45]. A complete theoretical analysis which
shows that noise reduction and the convergence rate are the
functions of frequency mismatch, phase error and step size in the
secondary path model of the FxLMS algorithm is presented in
[46].

e(n)

𝑑 (n)
Adaptive Feed
Backward ANC

Figure 4. Principle of Hybrid Active Noise Control.
.
The secondary signal y(n) is generated
by using the output of both
feedforward and feedback active noise control filter. As shown in
Figure 4 it has two reference inputs: x(n) from the reference
sensor for feedforward controller and 𝑑 (n), estimated reference
signal for feedback controller. The hybrid system with lower order
of FIR or IIR filters has low computational complexity and
achieves the same performance as feedforward and feedback ANC
system alone. Therefore, hybrid ANC is more suitable for a large
number of broadband and narrowband noise canceling
applications [34, 35]. An adaptation process of the hybrid system
can further be increased by the modified hybrid model as in [36].

The adaptive notch filter has the capability of tracking the timevarying frequency of the narrowband interferences by using an
internally generated reference signal and it offers easy control of
the bandwidth [47]. When sinusoid drifts slowly in frequency, an
adaptive notch filter is beneficial [18]. The use of single frequency
adaptive notch filters for active noise control application has been
suggested in [48]. An idea of system connects multiple adaptive
notch filters in parallel for attenuating periodic noise has been
proposed by Ziegler in [49]. Analytically it is proved that the
function of the single error signal to impart all adaptive filters

3. POINT TO ZONE ANC
In point to zone ANC, the noise source is localized, and the
required quiet zone is spatial. The best approach to mitigate the
noise is to embed the ANC system in the noise source application
(i.e., engines, turbines, fan, and vacuum pump) or at least placed it
very closely. Narrowband ANC and 1x2x2 multi-channel ANC
are the best suitable applications for this category.
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with input signals initiates the extra tonal component in the
residual noise.

have suggested more efficient realization of MCANC system, of
which Affine Projection Algorithm [58, 59], MC-RLS [60], wave
field synthesis [61], and higher-order ambisonics [62] are famous
for achieving spatial sound field control. The 2D higher-order
ambisonics control, sparse FXLMS, and optimized time difference
based reference microphone techniques are more advanced
methods for the scattered sound field [63, 64].

The steady state performance is improved by using the bandpass
filters to split the full-band error signal into multiple band
limited sub-band error signals according
to
frequencies
of reference signals [50]. The convergence rate of parallel
narrowband active noise control is enhanced by using the delay
less filter-bank to segregate the full-band excitation and error
signals [51].

4. ZONE TO POINT ANC
Zone to point active noise control is the case, when noise source is
distributed everywhere (i.e., offices, bedrooms, airplanes,
marketplaces) and the targeted quiet zone is local. Active
headphones, ANC headrest, ANC pillow, ANC helmet, and ANC
infant incubator are the classical examples of a zone to point
active noise control.

3.2 Multichannel ANC
Sparsely distributed noise source components in a large dimension
duct, or in an enclosure of an industrial noise field have more
complicated than the single channel point to point ANC, so it is
necessary to use a multichannel active noise control system. Some
of the best-known applications of a point to zone MCANC
systems are impulsive and tonal noise in automobiles [52, 53],
propeller-induced noise in helicopter/plane cabins [54, 55] and
heavy moving machinery on a construction site [56]. More than
one error sensor is needed to achieve a noise reduction in a big
enclosure and automobile cabin. The simplest MCANC system
has single reference sensor with M number of secondary sources
and N number of error sensors as shown in Figure 6 [18].
𝑦1 (𝑛) = 𝐰1𝑇 (𝑛)𝐱(𝑛)

(6)

𝑦2 (𝑛) = 𝐰2𝑇 (𝑛)𝐱(𝑛)

(7)

4.1 ANC Headphones
Wearable listening devices, such as ANC headphones are popular
and commercially most successful audio integrated ANC product
[65]. This idea was originated in 1950, but notable research was
done in mid of 1970's and 1980's when Kyle, William’s, and
Amar granted their patents in 1976, 77, and 84 respectively [6668]. These patents escalate the research in ANC headphones, and
first commercial ANC headphone was introduced in late 1980's
[69, 70]. The design of ANC headphone is straightforward, but it
has some practical constraint. The reference microphone to pick
the reference signal is placed on the outside of the ear cup of ANC
headphones while the secondary source is positioned inside to
make a quiet zone around the eardrum, and error microphone is
used to pick the residual error. Physical implementation and
evaluation of ANC headphones presented in [71, 72] and the
concept of virtual microphones used in [73]. Conventional
methods have some drawbacks when the range of the controller
coefficients is too large it is difficult to obtain an optimal solution.
Secondly, it is also important to determine the controller structure
and number of poles and zeros in advance that provides both
robustness and performance. Recently more promising mixedsensitivity H∞ synthesis & H2-norm optimization method is
proposed, in which poles and zeros are used to model the
controller transfer function instead of a rational transfer function
[74, 75].

Where 𝑦1 (𝑛) and 𝑦2 (𝑛) are cancelling signals generated by
adaptive filter W1(z) and W2(z) respectively. P1(z) and P2(z) are the
primary paths and 𝑆11 (𝑛) and 𝑆21 (𝑛)are the secondary path from
𝑦1 (𝑛) to two error sensors, and 𝑆12 (𝑛) and 𝑆22 (𝑛) are the
secondary path from 𝑦2 (𝑛) to two error sensors. Where
𝑒1 (𝑛) and 𝑒2 (𝑛) are the error signals from error sensors.

Unknown Plant P1(z)

𝑑1 (𝑛)

+
W1(Z)
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_
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.

_
𝑆21 (𝑛)
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Active noise control headphones are used to avoid the exposure to
unwanted noises but wearing this kind of devices for a long time
is still uncomfortable. To surpass this drawback is the major
motivation to active noise control (ANC) headrest. The idea of the
active headrest is quite old, Olson and May carried their research
on local ANC by developing a feedback model of an electronic
sound absorber [76]. ANC headrest with feedforward approach
was proposed in [77, 78] but there are some difficulties in
implementation since the noise source is unknown and the
location is an open environment. Rofaely & Elliot suggested the
single input single output multi-channel H2/H ∞ feedback
controller, but it requires double computational resources [79]. In
2003 M. Pawelczyk proposed multi-channel feedback algorithm
for active noise control headphones [80]. However, his first model
requires four secondary loudspeakers with a large structure which
is impractical for practical applications. Later, he suggested
modified algorithm with two secondary sources [81] which are
sufficient to create a local quiet zone [82]. Recently, auspicious
single channel CICO (combined input combined output) headrest
with an adaptive feedback algorithm was proposed and evaluated
by experimental setup [82].

𝑒1 (𝑛)
𝑒2 (𝑛)

FxLMS

W2(Z)

4.2 ANC Headrest

𝑦2 (𝑛)
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_
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Figure 6. 1x2x2 Multichannel Feedforward ANC.
The computational complexity of MCANC system increases
significantly, as the corresponding
MC-FxLMS consist of M
.
adaptive filters and M * N number of secondary path models.
In MCANC the location of each error sensor plays an important
role for proper estimation of total acoustic energy [57]. A practical
approach is, to use the secondary source close to the primary noise
source [18]. In last one decade, many techniques and algorithms
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According to WHO report, more than 15 million babies have a
premature birth in a single year, and this number is increasing [83].
These premature Infants or preemies are cared and monitored in
an infant incubators in Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) for
till they are considered fully developed and healthy. Infant
incubator is an enclosure with a transparent section to holds the
baby within. Vital statistics of baby and other parameters, such as
humidity, temperature, and oxygen supply are monitored by
sensors and devices inside the incubator. High level of noises
from these devices and other equipment of NICU such as fans, IV
pumps and warning sounds can result in adverse health effects for
an infant. Passive noise control methods are ineffective to mitigate
low-frequencies, and they also have some implementation
constraints. This heightens the need for active noise control for
infant incubators. Single and multiple channel ANC for infant
incubator is widely investigated in last one decade and
imperforate development model presented in [84-87]. In [88, 89]
Kuo suggested wireless communication and cry classification
integrated ANC to provide a better understanding of vital statics
and bonding opportunity of a baby in an incubator. Recently,
wireless communication integrated ANC is further improved by
using hybrid ANC [90].

AAS
cell

Speaker
Microphone

Open Window with Multiple AAS Cells

MCANC a decentralized control with multiple control algorithm
M(1,1, L)FxLMS, M(1-1)MFxLMS, M(1-1-1t)FxLMS were
suggested [99]. The physical layout of ASS-MCANC system is
shown in Figure 7.

4.2 ANC Infant Incubator

5. ZONE TO ZONE ANC
Zone to zone is the most challenging area of active noise control
as the noise is spatially distributed over the region and goal to
achieve satisfactory noise reduction in a large area. Environmental
noise exposure such as industrial noises and transportation
infrastructures (railway station, highways, and airport) noises have
been linked to myriad health risks. Passive noise control is not
always a viable and economical solution to mitigate these multidimensional noises. In such conditions, noise field is very
complicated, and multichannel active noise control is expected to
remove multi-dimensional noises. MCANC has been studied from
mid of the 20th century, in 1956, Conover developed three
channel active-system to mitigate the noise radiated by a large
transformer [91, 92]. Conover model is based on the manual
adjustment of amplitude and phase later, Onoda and Kido
developed an automated system for reducing the noise in large
transformer [93]. In recent years MCANC algorithms and
techniques have been widely investigated and implemented to
limit the noise pollution at our homes, offices, and working
environments. Noise reduction performance and computational
complexity of MCANC is always a major challenge for largescale practice. Active Soft Edge (ASE) and Active Acoustic
Shielding (AAS) [94] are new promising techniques to mitigate
the noises in open window and large ventilations.

Figure 7. ASS-MCANC System for an Open Window.
The performance analysis of AAS windows for directional
exterior noises was conducted in. [100]. AAS for an open window
is a new area of research, and physical limits of this technique are
not clearly defined. Does AAS work for large zone/room? How
many secondary noise sources are needed? Moreover, what is the
ideal separation distance among these secondary noise sources?
Lam B. answers all these questions by two-dimensional finite
element modeling [101]. Recently, Fasciani conducted the
comparative study of cone shape and flat shape speakers to
minimize the obstruction caused by multi-channel ANC system in
an open window [102]. However, in a practical implementation of
AAS, the placement of error microphone is quite challenging and
have some privacy concerns. These issues are surpassed by
implementing the sound classification [103] and pre-adapted full
rank fixed-filter model [104]. The use of error microphone is
eliminated, and control filter is fixed for a various incidence of
noises.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we portray a physical classification of active noise
control in four areas, on the basis of noise source and quiet zone
characteristics. Those areas are point to point, zone to point, point
to zone, and zone to zone. From this perspective, we
comprehensively covered the progress within the last 80 years.
However, we focused on introducing the recent research and
development of ANC that have significant impacts on the
performance of noise reduction in practical applications. In
particular, we discussed some latest add-on features and presented
a comprehensive study on multi-channel active acoustic shielding.

5.1 Active Acoustic Shielding
Active acoustic shielding is based on the principle of ANC to
attenuate the noises passing through an open window. The
concept of AAS was proposed and implemented by Murao &
Nishimura [95]. The basic model of AAS is a set of ANC cells in
an array, and each cell has approximately co-located secondary
speaker and error microphone controlled by feedforward FxLMS
algorithm. Initially, AAS was implemented on a small open
window with few cells and the performance of AAS with moving
sound sources, multiple sound sources, and reflected sounds are
extensively studied [95-97]. In a second & third phase of a study,
multi-channel M(1-1)L FxLMS algorithm was suggested to
enlarge the size of AAS window. In M(1-1)L FxLMS each cell of
AAS array is controlled by its own reference and all neighboring
error sensors [98]. To overcome the computational issues of

Despite the intensive research, we may conclude that all the four
areas of ANC are open for further research. The latest concept of
wave field synthesis, higher-order ambisonics, and parametric
array loudspeakers for sparse field ANC still need further research
to be practically adopted.
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